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My TRIGGERS echoed and ETCHED deeply. This is a very Arousing, Sensual and yes EXPLOSIVE EXPERIENCE! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 43 minutes
Level: Strong
Category: Mind Control-Mind Conditioning-Erotic
Sample: LINK

My words, My triggers become too STRONG to ignore.  My sweet HYPNOTIC control becomes
STRONGER and STRONGER for you.  I slip and slide into your ears and to the center of your
little mind, where I continue to program you ***GIGGLES***

My TRIGGERS echoed and ETCHED deeply.  This is a very Arousing, Sensual and yes
EXPLOSIVE EXPERIENCE!

Come To Me, NOW!  I want to be a part of you forever and ever....kisses
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Domina brings me down by lecturing on the power of words – I just can agree and go deeper, helpless and not knowing what Her words
will do to me this time. The echoes of Her words start to resonate in my head. It feels as if my head is shaking with the frequency of Her
echoes and my mind is floating on the waves of Her repetions. But this is just the preparation for deeper brainwshing. - The “Point of
Impact” is my favorite complement to the Echoes . 

nadette  

Monday, 10 November 2014 

With this very relaxing file my Domina took me very deep into sleep. Throughout the whole file She echoed words that were etched
directly into my mind. Words that allow Her to gain even more control over my mind and my body. i embrace every opportunity where i
can hand over more power to my Domina to become even weaker for Her. i love Her and the power She has over me.

sissy slave andrea 

Tuesday, 21 January 2014 

This is a wonderful reprogramming file. Princess Shelle is using new techniques to control you. Her sweet words will echo in your mind,
perfectly programming you as she desires.

Rob Poza 

Sunday, 12 January 2014 

A wonderful way to reinforce Mistress' control over me ! Etching and echoing Her word in my mind, bringing me so much pleasure while
doing so and making me crave more !

Mathieu Parisot 

Saturday, 24 November 2012 

a STRONG file, and a strong feeling of pure pleasure under Domina Shelle's control, Supreme!

Ahmed Hassan 

Wednesday, 22 February 2012 

If you need a break to get away from the mundane, then this file will take you on a great trip. very relaxing, better than a summer holiday,
Princess Shelle's words will truly enrapture you, you will never be the same again and you won't want to be!. Accept Princess Shelle's
guidance and your life is changed Forever.

oliver james 

Wednesday, 21 September 2011 

A very pleasant session. Not overloaded but just exactly right. I absolutely love the echoes, and had great pleasure listening to the file.
rnrnTo be honest I personally wouldn't mind a more similar similar sessions, maybe also "non-explosive" ones. Just with just pure
relaxation and hypnotic enjoyment.

Hubert Lange 

Sunday, 18 September 2011 

Warning, this file shouldn't be for the casual or new listeners, but for those already addicted to Princess.rnPrincess uses new techniques
to increase Her powerful words and control over You.rnThis file is excellent ! Very soft, sensual, sweet and tactful (gently arousing too) in
the purest style of Princess. While You are more sleepy and comfortable, Princess does Her job, permanently reinforcing Her influence
over You.

Saturday, 17 September 2011 

I have always loved Princess Shelle's Voice, but in this session it achieves a new level of perfection. With Princess' guided imagery and
the echo effect she uses here the experience is sublime.

Marcus Jetson 

Saturday, 17 September 2011 
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Some words must be remembered. Words of passion. Words of control. Words of dominance. rnrnIn her newest recording, Princess
Shelle initiate you, to the control of her most powerful word. I won’t say what those words are, you must buy the session to figure it out.
For those, who are accustomed to her sessions and her beautiful seductive hypnosis voice, you have probably heard these words a
thousand of times. But, in this session she use a special technique to push those words deeper in the center of your subconscious
mind.rnrnA totally different approach that what she done before. But, very effective. If you read the title, it’s something about the
echo.rnrnWith this recording, you will be relaxed to the sound of these words and you will be very aroused. And this new special
brainwashing technique will let you, more open, more suggestible, and more controlled by Princess Shelle, than ever. rn rnYour bound to
her will be tighter. And no escape is possible. You will simply drift down even more, into her spell. And it’s exactly what she wants. And I
don’t know for you, but, I always want what she wants.rn

Marc-Andre Poirier 
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